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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of Y-prealgebra and give a theorem from which Theorems 6.5, 9.2 and 
a generalization of 13.10 from Chapter VIII of H. Rasiowa’s An Algebraic Approach to Non-classical 
Logics follow as corollaries. 
1. Introduction 
The idea of Y-prealgebra came after reading about preboolean sets in [2, 43 and 
about Nelson and Lukasiewicz prealgebras in Cl], on the one hand, and abqut 
Y-algebras in [S], on the other. 
By using the notion of Y-prealgebra, we get a theorem from which Theorems 6.5, 
9.2 and a generalization of 13.10 from [S, Ch. VIII] follow as corollaries. 
We assume to know the content and the notations of [S, Ch. VIII] 
2. 9’-prealgebras: definition and examples. 
1 A system ‘!&,=(P, D, +, ol, . . . . o,,o ,..., oS,eo ,..., e,_ 1) will be said to be a pre- 
algebra associated with the formalized language JZ’=(A’, F) if the algebra 
(p”=(P,+,ol ,..., o,,o’,..., oS,eo ,..., e,_,) 
is similar to the algebra 5 of formulas of _!Z’ and 8 # D E P. 
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By a preualuation of 9 in a prealgebra QD associated with 2, we shall understand 
any mapping 
v: v+ P. 
Every formula LY in 9 uniquely determines a mapping 
(1) 
q:P”+P, (2) 
defined by induction on the length of CI in the same way as cl% for an algebra 
9l associated with 2’ in [S, Ch. VIII]. 
Any system Y = (9, C,) of propositional calculus in S determines in the following 
way a class of prealgebras, called Y-prealgebras: a prealgebra 
(po=(P,D,+,ol ,..., ot,ol ,..., oS,eO ,..., e,_,) (3) 
associated with 2’ is said to be an Y-prealgebra provided: 
(s~)ccQ,,(v)ED for every prevaluation u : V+ P and every cred, (axiom of dip); 
(s;) if the rule of inference (ri) (i= 1, . . . . k) assigns to premises czl, . . . . a, the 
conclusion /I, then for every prevaluation u of 9 in !I&, the conditions 
%QD(4ER . . . . c~43~(4ED imply P+J~,(~)ER 
(sj) X+XED, for every XEP; 
(sk) if x and x + YED, then YED; 
(s;) if x+y, y+z~D, then x-+z~D; 
(sk) if yeD, then x + YED, for every XEP; 
(s;) if x+y, y+x~D, then ox+oy~D, for each unary connective o of ‘pD; 
(sk) if x-+y, y+x~D and u-u, u-+uED,. then xou+yov~D, for each binary 
connective 0 of ‘pD. 
If S=(F,=s,ol ,..., o,,o’,..., oS,eo ,..., e,_ 1 ) is the algebra of formulas of 9, then 
the following are examples of Y-prealgebras. 
Example 2.1. $J@)=(F, C,(8), *,oi ,..., o,,oi ,... ,oS,eo,...,e,-i) is an Y-Pre- 
algebra. 
Example 2.2. s(&‘)=(F, C~(&),+,ol, . . . . ot,ol, . . . . oS,eo, . . . . e,_,) is an Y-preal- 
gebra, for every d c F. 
Example 2.3. Other examples of Y-prealgebras are given by the following proposi- 
tion. 
. . 
Proposltlon 2.4. Let %=(A, V, +, ol, . . . . ot,o’ ,..., oS,eo ,..., em_l)EKL (i.e. Cu is an 
Y-algebra associated with a system Y =(2’, CY)EL), 
(u”=(A,+,ol ,..., o,,o’,..., oS,eo ,..., e,_,) 
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and V be a deductiveJilter of Cu. Then the prealgebra 
%v=(A,V,+,ol ,..., o,,oi ,..., os,eO ,..., em_,) 
associated with 2 is an Y-prealgebra. 
Proof. Let v : V + A be a prevaluation of 9 in the prealgebra ‘QIv, hence a valuation of 
6p in the Y-algebra 9I. 
Let a~&~ be an axiom of 9’. Then cc%(v)= V(by [S, VIII(a,)]), hence Q(V)EV (by 
[S, VIII(fl)]); hence c+v)~V. Thus (s;) holds. 
If the rule (ri)(i= 1, . . . . k) assigns to premises a,, . . . , IX, the conclusion /I and if v is 
a prevaluation of 9 in ‘uv, hence a valuation of 9 in ‘9I, such that 
NlzI (V)EV, . . . . 
ho&s. 
CQ$V)EV, then j?a(v)~V (by [S, VIII(jJ)]), hence /?z$v)EV. Thus (s;) 
For every XEA, x +x = V, (by [S, VIII.6.2]), hence x +xEV, by [S, VIII(fi)] and 
thus (sj) holds. 
(A) is C5, VIII(f2)1. 
Let now A,, be a set of generators for the algebra ‘9I. By [S, V111.8.21, let 
Y’ = (y’, CT,) be a system in L such that the cardinal of the set v’ of all propositional 
variables of 9’ is greater than the cardinal of Ae. Let ve be a mapping from v’ onto 
Ae. Then cra(v,), considered as a function of LX, is an onto homomorphism from i’j’ 
onto 91° (by [S, VIII.3.11). 
To prove (s; ) let x, Y, z be arbitrary elements of A such that x + YEV and y + ZE V. 
Then there exist c(,.,c(~,~L~EF’ such that cc,~(vo)=x, cc,~(vo)=y and tl,g(vo)=z. 
So we have 
(~,~~y)‘U(vo)=~,a(vo)~~,~I(vo)=x~Y~V 
and (4) 
(Cly~G1,)~(Vo)=~yB(vo)~a,a(vo)=Y~z~V. 
But the formulas ~1, * cl,, GI, * c(, E CP ( {LY, + cl,,, c(~ + uz}) (by [S, VIII(cl)), hence by 
[S, VIII(ss)] we get 
%*%EC~, ({%==y, q==z>). (5) 
By (5),(4) and [S, VIII(f3)], we have that (ct,*ct,)g(u~)~V; but 
(a,~cc,)~I(~o)=a,~uvo)~a,~U(vo)=x +z, hence X+ZEV and thus (s;) holds. 
The proofs of (sk), (s;) and (&) are similar; they use [5, VIII&), (ST) and (ss)] 
respectively. 17 
3. Construction of Y-algebras from 9’-prealgebras 
1 Let now ‘$JD=(P,D, +,ol ,..., o,,o ,..., oS,eo ,..., e, _ 1 ) be an Y-prealgebra. We 
prove first the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.1. The binary relation < in P, dejined by the equivalence 
x d y if and only if x + YED, 
is a quasi-ordering in P. 
(6) 
Proof. By (s;) the relation is reflexive and by (s;) it is transitive. Thus Lemma 3.1 
holds. 0 
Lemma 3.2. The binary relation g in P, dejined as follows: 
x%y ifand only ij x+y~D and y+x~D, 
is a congruence relation in FpD. Moreover, the relation < on the quotient set P/F defined 
by the equivalence 
Ilxll~G llyll, ifand only if x-+y~D, 
is an ordering on P/g. 
(7) 
Proof. By lemma 3.1, [S, 1.3.21, (~5) and (sk). 0 
Remark 3.3 If x,y~D, then x g y by (sk) and if XED, y#D, then x g y by (sk) and 
(sk). Hence, D is an element of P/ g , denoted by V,. Thus, by definition, 
vD=iIxilD if and only if XED. (8) 
Let us form the quotient algebra 
%%=(P/z, VD,-*,O1,...,Ot,O1,...,DS,IIeollD,...,IIe,-l IiD) 
where, by definition 
(9) 
IIXIID-+ IIYllD=llx+YllD, 
IIXIIDOiIIYllD=IIXo,yllD, i=ly...pt 
oiIIxIID=lloixIID, i=l,...,s 
for all x, y E P. 
By (7), (8) and (10) we get 
II x IID< II Y IID if and only if II x IID + II Y IID= vDy (11) 
for all x, YEP. 
By (7), (8) and (sb) we get 
Ily llD< VD, for every yep. (12) 
From Lemma 3.2 and (12) it follows that V’ is the greatest element in the ordered 
set (P/ g , G), where < is that defined by (7). 
Now we can prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4. For any system Y =(T, C,) in S, if $JpD is an Y-prealgebra, then the 
algebra ‘&, dejined by (9), is an Y-algebra. 
Moreover, ‘$Jplo is nondegenerate if and only if D is a proper subset of P. 
Proof. Clearly, ‘& is an algebra associated with 8. 
Let u’ be a valuation of $P in ‘pb and let u be a prevaluation of Z’ in ‘pD such that 
o’(p)= II U(P) IID, 
for every propositional variable p. 
Then we have 
a\p;(u’)= II as,(u) l/D> (13) 
for every formula c( of dp by [5, VIII.3(4)]. 
If clE&r, then by (s;), for every prevaluation u: V-, P, @VIED and, consequently, 
by (8) clrg;(u’)= V,, i.e. condition [S, VIII(a,)] holds. 
Suppose that a rule of inference (r) assigns to the premises a 1, . . . , a,, the conclusion 
j3 and let crisb(u’)= V, (i= 1, . . . . n) for a valuation v’ of _Y in ‘@plD. Thus, for a prevalu- 
ation u satisfying (13), we get )/c(~F~~(z))JJ~= V,, i l, . . ..n. Hence, by (8), aiqp,(u)eD, 
i= 1, . . . , n. Consequently, by (4), l&,(u) ED, hence II Py,(o) IID= VD, by (8). BY (13), 
&,(a’) = V’, i.e. condition [5, VIII(a2)] holds. 
The conditions [S, VIII(aJ), (a4)] are satisfied by (11) and lemma 3.2. 
The second part of the theorem follows from (8). 0 
Conclusion 
By applying this theorem to the Y-prealgebras in Examples 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we 
obtain Theorems [5, VIII. 6.5, 9.21 and directly a generalization of [5, VIII. 13.101 
(mentioned in [S, p. 208]), respectively. 
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